
GAME TIME

STACK IT UP

Players must stack 25 pennies in under a 
minute using only one hand. This game can 
include 3-6 students competing at the same 
time. The player that successfully stacks all 25 
pennies first wins.

SUCK IT UP 

Players place a straw in their mouth and use 
suction to transfer a pile of 25 M&M’s from one 
plate to another in under one minute. Only one 
hand may be used to hold the straw. Everyone 
gets to eat their candy when the round is 
finished. This game can include 3-6 students 
competing at the same time. The player that 
successfully transfers all 25 M&M’s first wins.

WATER BOTTLE TOSS

Players must toss up a semi-filled water bottle, 
have it flip once in the air, and land upright on a 
table as many times as possible in one minute.
This game can include 2-4 students, and each 
student competes individually. Have the crowd 
count the number of successful lands. After 
each student takes their turn, the student that 
successfully lands the water bottle flip the most 
times wins.

STICKY SITUATION

Players must bounce a ping pong ball off the 
ground onto a slice of bread covered with 
peanut butter within one minute. (Place the 
peanut butter slice on a table; peanut butter 
side should face up.) This game can include 
2-4 students competing at the same time. The 
player who successfully lands the ping pong 
ball on the bread first wins the game.

CARD NINJA

Players must throw playing cards at a half of 
the inside of a watermelon and have it stick 
within one minute. (Cut a watermelon in half - 
each player gets a watermelon half to throw at. 
Place the watermelon target several feet away 
- far enough to be challenging, but not too far 
for the cards to reach.) This game can include 
2-4 students competing at the same time. The 
first one to successfully stick the card into the 
watermelon within one minute wins. 


